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PREMIUM QUALITY

MORE THAN 90.000
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

NUMEROUS AWARDS FOR THE 
FACTORY CUSTOMERS SERVICE

PREMIUM QUALITY 
“MADE IN AUSTRIA”
KWB is the Austrian quality producer of pellet, wood chip and log wood heating systems in the 
output range from 2.4 to 300 kW. As a pioneer in this sector, we have revolutionized heating 
with wood. More than 90,000 customers worldwide trust our expertise, including single- and 
multi-family home owners, agricultural businesses, tour operators, commercial business and 
utility companies. 

KWB is the ideal single-source solution. Our premium products are operationally reliable, and 
guaranteed Made in Austria. Our assistance commences during your decision-making process 
and we continue to assist you, together with our trusted partner installation companies, all the 
way to the installation of your customized comprehensive solution. Our KWB Factory Customer 
Service and our distribution partners in your vicinity will also be glad to help you at any time!

We prov� e e� rgy f�  l� e!We prov� e e� rgy f�  l� e!

PREMIUM QUALITY
"MADE IN AUSTRIA"
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REPRESENTED INTERNATIONALLY

MORE THAN 90.000
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

NUMEROUS AWARDS FOR THE 
FACTORY CUSTOMERS SERVICE

PREMIUM QUALITY 
“MADE IN AUSTRIA”
KWB is the Austrian quality producer of pellet, wood chip and log wood heating systems in the 
output range from 2.4 to 300 kW. As a pioneer in this sector, we have revolutionized heating 
with wood. More than 90,000 customers worldwide trust our expertise, including single- and 
multi-family home owners, agricultural businesses, tour operators, commercial business and 
utility companies. 

KWB is the ideal single-source solution. Our premium products are operationally reliable, and 
guaranteed Made in Austria. Our assistance commences during your decision-making process 
and we continue to assist you, together with our trusted partner installation companies, all the 
way to the installation of your customized comprehensive solution. Our KWB Factory Customer 
Service and our distribution partners in your vicinity will also be glad to help you at any time!

We prov� e e� rgy f�  l� e!We prov� e e� rgy f�  l� e!

PREMIUM QUALITY
"MADE IN AUSTRIA"

MADE IN AUSTRIA! 
AT HOME ALL OVER 
THE WORLD!
KWB stands for regional and eco-friendly heating with wood. 
The headquarters of the company is located in the Styrian town 
of St. Margarethen/Raab (Austria) with subsidiaries in Germany, 
Italy and France. In 16 additional countries, from Canada to Chile 
and all the way to Japan, we rely on our strong distribution 
partners. Together we spread KWB’s philosophy all over the 
world.  
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FROM THE HEATING  
TO AN ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION
YOUR KWB ENERGY SYSTEM

A system is more than just the sum of its parts. This is why the perfect coordination of components in your heating 
system is an absolute requirement for efficient and energy-saving operation. KWB offers the expertise to deliver a 
system fully customized to your needs: From the boiler and suitable storage technology all the way to the control 
system with online connection. 

KWB CHIMNEY SYSTEMS
To ensure that the heating works faultlessly, it is important to chose a suitable 
chimney and the right dimensions for the chimney system. For biomass heat-
ing systems, the chimneys must not only be insensitive to moisture, but also 
soot-fire-resistant. Stainless steel chimney systems are ideal. They can also be 
easily used in renovation projects. 
More info on this on page 15.

KWB FRESH WATER TECHNOLOGY
The KWB fresh water module heats water based on a flow heater principle. But 
this only if there is really demand for hot water. This avoids the need to store 
large amounts of hot water over longer period of time and is very important to 
ensure the quality and hygiene of the drinking water. 
More info on this on page 8.

KWB SOLAR TECHNOLOGY
The KWB brand places its trust concerning its solar collectors in the proven ex-
pertise of the global market leader for solar modules. The industrial, robot-based 
large series production of KWB collectors guarantees a consistent, first-class 
product quality. For permanent quality assurance, every collector undergoes a 
multi-phase inspection during production. For the end customer, this means a 
long service life and permanently highest efficiency. 
More info on this on page 10.

KWB STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
The right storage tank will turn your heating into an energy centre: It requests 
heat from the heat generator and distributes it as needed.
More info on this on page 5.
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KWB STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
EFFICIENT AND ECONOMIC HEATING OPERATIONS

KWB storage tanks stand for highest quality and permit a perfect, 
high-efficiency heat management. We recommend installing an 
intelligent buffer storage tank when installing a biomass heating 
system, which can be considered the energy centre of the heating 
system.

KWB EMPATHERM DHWC
The storage tank has a high output capacity and is therefore 
able to quickly provide a large amount of domestic hot water. 
The KWB EmpaTherm is a quality product with a particularly long 
service life. Thanks to its high-quality enamelling, a type of glass 
coating on the inside of the storage tank, there is no lime-scale 
build-up in the EmpaTherm. It is insensitive to the hardness, con-
ductivity and ph value of he water.

KWB EmpaTherm advantages:

 Quickly meets large hot water demand

 Insensitive to fluctuating water quality

 Cleaning flange for easy maintenance

BUFFER STORAGE TANK KWB EMPAECO 
A buffer storage tank is the energy centre in the heating room. It 
stores excess heat and releases it again when needed. With a suf-
ficiently large capacity, it guarantees the biomass heating system 
a long and optimized service life.

KWB EmpaEco advantages:

 Perfect entry model

 Particularly efficient thanks to optimized insulation

 Optionally available with solar register as EmpaEco Solar

 Optionally available with stratified charging system

KWB also offers a large selection of special storage 
tanks (with up to 10,000 litres capacity). You can 
find out more from your KWB contact partner.

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | From the heating  to an all-in-one solution
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KWB EMPAWELL CORRUGATED TUBE STRATIFIED 
STORAGE TANK 
With the KWB EmpaWell combination storage tank, you will 
always immediately have hot water available. The EmpaWell is 
equipped with a stratified charging device. As a result the fresh 
water which flows through the buffer storage tank-integrated 
heat exchanger does not touch the heating water. The two are 
separated by a corrugated stainless steel pipe. The supply of the 
fresh water occurs without a pump and therefore without added 
energy costs. 

KWB EmpaWell advantages:

  Ideal combination model

  High heat transfer and excellent insulation

  Optionally available with solar register as EmpaEco Solar

KWB EMPACOMPACT STRATIFIED STORAGE TANK
The KWB EmpaCompact is a true energy centre and ensures a tidy 
heating basement. It can be quickly installed and contains a large 
part of the heating room installation on a footprint of just 1 m². 
The stratified storage tank increases the efficiency of your entire 
heating system, among other things, because the storage tank 
is insulated with high-quality fibre fleece and thus has very low 
radiation losses.

KWB EmpaCompact advantages:

  Energy centre on 1 m²

  Attached fresh water station (in two output capacities and 
optional circulation available) for hot water preparation

  Connection option for 2 heating circuits and solar group

  Several strata charging devices

  Optionally available with integrated solar register

HOT WATER HEAT PUMP KWB EMPAAIR
The pluggable DHW heat pump KWB EmpaAir efficiently and con-
veniently provides hot water for 1 to 3-family homes. A hygienic 
drinking water preparation is ensured at any time, as it supplies 
high water temperatures of 65 °C in efficient heat pump operation.

KWB EmpaAir advantages:

 Quick installation thanks to pluggable interior placement 
  Hygienic hot water thanks to high storage tank temperatures

  Optimized photovoltaics own consumption thanks to an inte-
grated solar interface

 Optionally available with additional heating register
 Available with air circulation or fresh air operation

KWB STORAGE TECHNOLOGY

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Storage Technology
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LOW SPACE REQUIREMENTS

All dimensions in cm l Length x Width x Height

KWB EMPATHERM
Dimensions EmpaTherm 200 / 300 / 500 EmpaTherm Solar 300 / 500 GS

Diameter with insulation 610 / 610 / 760 610 / 760
Unobstructed door width for placement in designated space (with insulation) 615 / 615 / 765 615 / 765
Total height (with insulation) 1,340 / 1,797 / 1,838 1,797 / 1,838
Tilting dimensions without insulation 1,440 / 1,860 / 1,965 1,860 / 1,965

KWB EMPAECO
Dimensions EmpaEco 

500
EmpaEco 

800
EmpaEco 

1,000
EmpaEco 

1,500
EmpaEco 

2,000
EmpaEco 

3,000
EmpaEco 

Solar 1,000
EmpaEco 

Solar 1,500
Diameter with insulation 850 990 990 1,200 1,300 1,450 990 1,200
Unobstructed door width for placement in designated 
space (without insulation) 655 795 795 1,005 1,105 1,255 795 1,005

Total height (with insulation) 1,725 1,785 2,135 2,235 2,465 2,681 2,135 2,235
Tilting dimensions without insulation 1,670 1,750 2,090 2,270 2,460 2,650 2,090 2,270

KWB EMPAWELL
Dimensions EmpaWell 500 / Solar EmpaWell 800 / Solar EmpaWell 1,000 / Solar

Diameter with insulation 850 990 990
Unobstructed door width for placement in 
 designated space (without insulation) 655 795 795

Total height (with insulation) 1,725 1,785 2,135
Tilting dimensions without insulation 1,670 1,750 2,090

KWB EMPACOMPACT
Dimensions EmpaCompact 

500
EmpaCompact 

800
EmpaCompact 

1,000
EmpaCompact 

1,500
EmpaCompact 

Basic 800
EmpaCompact 

Basic 1,000
Diameter with insulation 850 990 990 1,200 990 990
Unobstructed door width for placement in 
 designated space (without insulation) 655 795 795 1,005 795 795

Total height (with insulation) 1,725 1,785 2,135 2,235 1,785 2,135
Tilting dimensions without insulation 1,670 1,750 2,090 2,270 1,750 2,090

KWB STORAGE TECHNOLOGY

KWB EMPAAIR DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEAT PUMP
The minimum volume in which the KWB EmpaAir is installed must be 13m³.
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KWB EmpaAir 300 AR

Legend EA 220 EA 300 R EA 300 AR

H Total height 1,545 1,913 1,905
B Total width 690 690 770
A Condensate discharge, external thread 3/4" 1,160 1,520 1,525
W Hot water discharge, external thread G 1" 880 1,250 1,290

Legend EA 220 EA 300 EA 300 AR

Z Circulation, external thread G 1/2" 700 930 968
VW Forward flow internal thread G1" – – 730
RW Return flow internal thread G1" – – 325
K Cold water inflow external thread G1" 240 240 220

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Storage Technology
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FRESH WATER MODULE
HYGIENIC AND CONVENIENT HOT WATER PREPARATION

KWB EMPAFRESH 30 / 40
A fresh water module provides hygienically treated drinking water. 
The operating principle resembles the so-called flow heater principle. 
In contrast to traditional DHWCs, the water is not stored for hours or 
even days as hot water. Only when hot water is needed, it is heated up 
to the desired temperature using a stainless steel plate heat exchang-
er. The KWB EmpaFresh 30 achieves a tapping rate of 30 l/min and the 
KWB  EmpaFresh 40 achieves a tapping rate of 40 l/min. The buffer stor-
age tank provides the energy to heat the drinking water.

KWB EMPAFRESH – EASY INSTALLATION
The fresh water station is delivered plug-in ready and can be connected 
easily with the buffer storage tank via stainless steel corrugated pipes. A 
patented, extremely quick mixing/switchover valve guarantees the right 
amount and a constant temperature of the water at any time. Because 
the water temperature is reduced when it enters the heat exchanger, 
the lime-scale build-up is also reduced.

PATENTED FRESH WATER MODULE

Thanks to the patented ad-
mixing from the middle zone 
of the plate heat exchanger, 

already cooled down heating 
water is added to the buffer 

forward flow. This way, the 
heat exchanger entry temper-

ature always remains below 
the lime-scale build-up tem-

perature of 60 °C.

KWB FRESH WATER TECHNOLOGY
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FRESH WATER MODULE CASCADE
EMPAFRESH 80 – 160
Up to four KWB EmpaFresh 40 modules can be mounted to the wall. Advantages:

 High output capacity up to 160 l/min 

 The hydraulic piping sets between the individual modules are part of the supplied equipment

 Low expenditures for the hydraulic piping

Up to four KWB EmpaFresh 40 modules are mounted on one tower. 
Advantages:

 High output capacity up to 160 l/min

  The modules are already electrically wired and hydraulically connected. 

  No additional expenditures for the installation of the piping and wiring of 
individual modules

EMPAFRESH 80 – 160 TOWER 

KWB EMPAFRESH 80 – 160 DIAGRAM
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Für TP Seite 107

Cascade valve vbus.net

Master control

Piping set
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for the installation in the hot water line of 
the piping set ensures flushing of the entire 
pipe

Optional: return flow switch valve
prevents mixing in the storage tank in com-
bination with the circulation pump
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KWB FRESH WATER TECHNOLOGY
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THE POWER  
OF THE SUN
KWB PREMIUM COLLECTOR

The sun is a reliable supplier of free energy and makes 
life on earth possible. When it is cloudless in Germany, 
one square meter of the earth's surface receives 1,000 
kWh radiant power.

LOWER COSTS EFFICIENTLY
With our solar thermal systems, up to 60% of the hot 
water demand can be covered with our solar thermal 
systems. If supported by the heating systems, it is even 
up to 40% of the entire hot water demand. A KWB solar 
heating system therefore increases the overall efficiency 
of the heating system.

The sun sends its users no bill. For this reason the so-
lar thermal system is a particularly economical heating 
component.

REDUCE CO2 THROUGH CLEAN HEAT
Global climate warming increases with increasing green-
house gas emissions. Systems using the radiation energy 
of the sun for hot water preparation or heating support 
fully avoid emitting the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide.

Solar thermal energy is the cleanest way to generate 
heat and, as a consequence, represents an active contri-
bution to climate protection.

All  advantages  
at a glance

 Solar collectors from global  market 
leader GREENoneTEC

 Can be mounted standing upright and 
lying flat thanks to flexible fastening sets 

 Different mounting systems for one 
 generous application range

 10 year warranty on all solar 
collectors

KWB SOLAR TECHNOLOGY

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Solar TechnologyEQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Solar Technology
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SOLAR THERMAL 
SYSTEMS
THE IDEAL SUPPLEMENT TO BIO-
MASS HEATING

A solar thermal energy system can cover 
the low heat demand for heating hot wa-
ter and thus reduce heating costs. At best, 
the boiler remains switched off during 
the summer and in the transition periods 
thanks to the sun’s heat. Consequently, a 
bio-energy-solar combination can help to 
achieve full independence from fossil fuels.

DESIGN  
PARAMETERS
FIRST DIMENSIONING HELP

A solar thermal energy system can cover the low heat 
demand for heating hot water and thus reduce heating 
costs. At best, the boiler remains switched off during the 
summer and in the transition periods thanks to the sun’s 
heat. Consequently, a bio-energy-solar combination can 
help to achieve full independence from fossil fuels.

Notes: The specified pipe dimension is required for a max. buffer-collector line 
length of 20 m. Calculations are required for longer lines. The values of the pipe 
dimension values are minimum values; the values in parentheses are recommended 
values. The exact layout can only be determined using a simulation and calculations.

KWB Solar 
Package Area [m²]: Design aid

Pipe dimension
Copper/ 

corrugated pipe
EasySun 2 5.02 1 – 4 persons 15 x 1 (18 x 1) / 20
EasySun 3 7.53 2 – 6 persons 15 x 1 (18 x 1) / 20
MultiSun 4 10.04 18 x 1 (22 x 1) / 25
MultiSun 5 12.55 18 x 1 (22 x 1) / 25
MultiSun 6 15.06 18 x 1 (22 x 1) / 25

SOLAR CONTROL
INTEGRATED KWB COMFORT 4 HEATING 
CONTROL

KWB offers a simple solution to use the power of the sun 
– also conveniently via KWB Comfort Online remotely. 
Sun energy can be best utilized using the integrated solar 
function of the KWB Comfort 4 control. The wood-based 
heating system is only started if the sun does not deliver 
sufficient energy to cover the heat requirements for the 
room heating or the hot water. 

KWB EASYSUN
The KWB EasySun collectors are pro-
duced in a robot-based large series 
manufacturing system. Every collec-
tor is tested under extreme weather 
conditions and continuous load. This 
guarantees a constantly high quality 
level. 

KWB MULTISUN
The KWB MultiSun collectors are 
industrially manufactured with highest 
quality assurance requirements. The 
absorber is welded with ultrasound 
and/or laser-welding technology. 
The KWB collector is 100% leak-tight 
thanks to a special form of bonding. 

KWB SOLAR TECHNOLOGY

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Solar Technology EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Solar Technology
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KWB EASYSUN  
FOR DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEATING

The KWB EasySun package is an easy and efficient solution 
for your hot water preparation. It contains a universally usable 
DHWC with 300 to 500 litres storage volume and the KWB 
EasySun collector. It provides highest hot water convenience 
thanks to quick heating up via a generously dimensioned solar 
register which covers up to 70% of the hot water demand. 

CONTENTS

  Solar collectors KWB EasySun

  KWB EmpaTherm DHWC

  Expansion tank

  Solar system can be controlled with 
KWB Comfort 4 control

  Anti-freeze concentrate

CONTENTS

  Solar collectors KWB MultiSun

  KWB EmpaCompact stratified  
storage tank

  Expansion tank

   Solar system can be controlled with 
KWB Comfort 4 control

  Anti-freeze concentrate

KWB MULTISUN  
FOR HEATING SUPPORT

The KWB MultiSun package is optimally suited for hot water and 
heating support in a single-family house: The KWB MultiSun col-
lectors and the KWB EmpaCompact stratified storage tank make 
an ideal combination. The CO2 balance of a single-family home 
improves dramatically thanks to the free electricity produced 
from sun energy. With highest efficiency and active climate pro-
tection in your own home, you benefit twice!

KWB SOLAR TECHNOLOGY

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Solar Technology EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Solar Technology
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EXAMPLE SYSTEMS  
& CONTROL

Legend

1 KWB Easyfire
2 2-way valve with servomotor
3 Membrane expansion tank
4 Outdoor temperature sensor
5 Basic remote control

6 KWB EmpaTherm Solar DHWC

7 DHWC temperature sensor

8 DHWC temperature sensor solar

9 Heating circuit 1
10 Heating circuit 2
11 Solar pump group
12 Collector

Legend

1 KWB Easyfire
2 Balancing valve
3 Charging pump buffer tank PWM
4 Membrane expansion tank

5 KWB EmpaWell corrugated tube 
stratified storage tank

6 Buffer tank temperature sensor 1
7 Buffer tank temperature sensor 3
8 Buffer tank temperature sensor 4
9 Buffer tank temperature sensor 5
10 DHW mixer
11 DHW expansion tank
12 Solar pump group
13 Collector
14 Outdoor temperature sensor
15 Basic remote control
16 Heating circuit 1
17 Heating circuit 2

A system for hot water heating using solar energy. Such 
a system can be used on roof surfaces with an incline 
between 15° and 60°. The southern exposure should not 
deviate by more than -50° south-east or +50° south-

A system for hot water heating and heating system 
support using solar energy. Such a system can be used 
on roof surfaces with an incline between 15° and 60°. The 
southern exposure should not deviate by more than -50° 

west. The recommended collector space per person in 
the household is 1.5 – 2 m². A storage tank volume of 
60 – 90 l/m² should be included in the planning.

south-east or +50° south-west. A KWB MultiSun system 
of this type with five collectors meets the requirements of 
the Renewable Energy Heat Act (EEWärmeG) for single- or 
multi-family houses with up to 277 m² usable space.

1
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9 10
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10 11
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9

16 17

INSTALLATION PROPOSAL: KWB EASYFIRE WITH KWB EM-
PATHERM AND SOLAR

INSTALLATION PROPOSAL: KWB EASYFIRE WITH KWB 
MULTISUN

KWB SOLAR TECHNOLOGY
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COMPACT  
SPACE REQUIREMENTS
COLLECTOR INTERCONNECTION

A possible proposal for interconnecting collectors is shown in the drawing below. In practice this may look different 
due to the actual structural situation. If a collector field consists of more than 6 collectors (vertical arrangement) or 4 
collectors (horizontal arrangement) in a series, you must take measures to compensate for the heat expansion triggered 
by temperature fluctuations (expansion bends or flexible piping) or the field must have several parallel connections.

UPRIGHT STANDING COLLECTORS (N)

FLATLAYING COLLECTORS (L)
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The KWB collector packages EasySun, MultiSun or the supplemental 
collector FlexiSun type N (upright) are suitable for this assembly. The 
required fastening sets must match and also be of type N. 
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The KWB collector packages EasySun, 
MultiSun or the supplemental collector  
FlexiSun type L (flatlaying) are suitable for this 
assembly. The required fastening sets must 
match and also be of type L. 

Collector type N (upright) not suitable for flatlaying installation.
Collector type L (flatlaying) not suitable for upright installation.

KWB SOLAR TECHNOLOGY
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PERFECT FOR RENOVATIONS: NIROLINE EW 
06 SINGLE WALL STAINLESS STEEL CHIMNEY 
AND FLEXIBLE STAINLESS STEEL PIPE
Suitable for all regular furnaces with underpressure at 
exhaust gas temperatures up to 600 °C (Starr).

    Extremely robust model

    Condensate-proof and therefore not sensitive to 
moisture

    Available in oval format

    Simple assembly

KWB CHIMNEY SYSTEMS
MODERN CHIMNEYS FOR ENERGY-CON-
SCIOUS HEATING

In heating systems, smoke and exhaust gases are gen-
erated as combustion products. With the right chimney 
system, they are securely removed from the building. 
A chimney system optimized for your individual needs 
saves energy and protects the environment – and the 
output of the furnace system is optimally utilized. Also 
available for condenser pellet heating systems.

PERFECT FOR NEW CONSTRUCTIONS: 
NIROLINE DW 25/50 
DOUBLE-WALL STAINLESS STEEL CHIMNEY
Suitable for all regular furnaces with underpressure at 
exhaust gas temperatures up to 600 ° C and with over-
pressure with additionally inserted sealing up to 200 ° C.

   Can be installed on a façade (wall clearance of 50 mm 
to 800 mm) and inside the building

    Quick installation thanks to a centred internal pipe at 
the immersible piece which is 5 cm longer than the 
outer sheath

    Powder coating in RAL colours available.

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Solar Technology EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Chimney Systems
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KWB  
PACKAGE SOLUTIONS
OPTIMAL COMBINATIONS FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

collectors, if any, and your heating system. Depending on 
your desire for convenience, we have different options 
available. Below please find the most popular package 
solutions:

THE PERFECT COMBINATION FOR YOUR 
SINGLE-FAMILY HOME

 
Comprises:

  KWB Easyfire EF2 (also available as condensing 
heating system) 

 Matched chimney system

  KWB EmpaWell corrugated tube stratified 
storage tank

Advantages: 

   All from one source, you only have one contact to deal with

  The heating system can be quickly and easily assembled 
thanks to KWB’s modular and easily transportable 
system

  Coordinated system: 
•  Boiler output and buffer size are perfectly matched 

 •  No stop-and-go operation – the boiler can go into 
modulation operation

 •  Suitable chimney system 

     KWB EmpaWell 
• One tank for domestic hot water and heating water  
• Low space requirements in heating room 
•  Efficient thanks to the strata charging system in the 

return flow for the heating circuits

PELLET HEATING SYSTEM  
KWB EASYFIRE EF2 PREMIUM PACKAGE

With a combination of heating furnace and storage tank 
customized to your specific needs, your heating system 
becomes an intelligent energy centre. The main factor for 
efficiency and optimal operation of your biomass heat-
ing is the integration of boiler, storage tank and solar 

KWB PACKAGE SOLUTIONS

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Package Solutions
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LOG-WOOD HEATING SYSTEM  
KWB CLASSICFIRE CF2 CONVENIENCE PACKAGE

PERFECT COMBINATION FOR 
 AGRICULTURAL BUSINESSES

 
Comprises:

 KWB Classicfire CF2 

 Matched chimney system

 KWB EmpaEco buffer storage tank 

  KWB EmpaAir 300R domestic hot water heat 
pump

Advantages: 

  All from one source, you only have one contact to deal with

  The heating system can be quickly and easily assembled 
thanks to KWB’s modular and easily transportable 
system

  Coordinated system: 
•  Boiler output and buffer size are perfectly matched 

 • Suitable chimney system

  EmpaAir 300R 
DHW heat pump with an additional register to heat do-
mestic hot water in log wood operation. In summer, the 
DHW heat pump independently heats the water using the 
integrated heat pump. Energy is taken from the hot air 
and added to the water – this means more convenience 
as it removes the need to heat the furnace in summer.

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Package Solutions EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Package Solutions
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LOG WOOD AND PELLET HEATING  
KWB COMBIFIRE CF2 PREMIUM PACKAGE

THE PERFECT COMBINATION IN A SINGLE- 
FAMILY HOME WITH LOG WOOD AS FUEL

Comprises:

 KWB Combifire CF2

 Matched chimney system

 KWB EmpaEco buffer storage tank

 KWB EmpaTherm Solar DHWC

 KWB Solar

Advantages: 

  All from one source, you only have one contact to deal with

  The heating system can be quickly and easily assembled 
thanks to KWB’s modular and easily transportable 
system

  Coordinated system: 
•  Boiler output and buffer size are perfectly matched

 •  Suitable chimney system 

     Solar system:  
• For the heating of domestic hot water in summer 
• No heating-up needed in summer and CO2 savings 
• Additional energy without additional costs

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Package Solutions
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WOOD CHIPS OR PELLET HEATING SYSTEM 
KWB MULTIFIRE MF2 BASIC PACKAGE

THE PERFECT COMBINATION FOR AGRI-
CULTURAL BUSINESSES WHO DESIRE MORE 
EFFICIENCY

Comprises:

 KWB Multifire MF2

 Matched chimney system

 KWB EmpaEco buffer storage tank 

 KWB EmpaTherm DHWC

Advantages: 

  All from one source, you only have one contact to deal with

  The heating system can be quickly and easily assembled 
thanks to KWB’s modular and easily transportable 
system

  Coordinated system: 
• Boiler output and buffer size are perfectly matched 
•  No stop-and-go operation; the boiler can go into 

modulation operation
 • Suitable chimney system

  EmpaTherm:  
• Thanks to the enamelling, insensitive to water quality 
• No lime-scale build-up 

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Package Solutions EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES | KWB Package Solutions
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